Homophone Clues
homophone clues - super teacher worksheets - homophone clues write the correct word for each clue. 1.
pair couple pear fruit that grows on a tree 2. meat beef, pork, ribs, poultry meet talk to someone for the first
time 3. pail bucket pale light-colored 4. clothes shirts, pants, hats, shorts close shut or seal 5. flower colorful
part of a plant flour white powder used for cooking 6. rows ... homophone clues directions: write the
correct word for ... - homophone clues directions: write the correct word for each clue. 1. oar a paddle ore a
mineral that contains metal 2. board a piece of wood bored not interested 3. horse an animal that can be
ridden hoarse a gruff voice from over use such as yelling 4. hour 60 minutes our pronoun meaning belongs to
us 5. vocabulary - the florida center for reading research - use homophone clues and word bank and
complete puzzle individually (activity master v.0082). make other homophone or word puzzles. note: there are
many free puzzle makers available online. homophone puzzle word knowledge v.008 down “the homophone
that completes the sentence is ‘sale.’ s-a-l-e. i’ll write it in the spaces at one down.” homophone scavenger
hunt list - homophone scavenger hunt list word food homophone been bury bred cachou karat serial chilly
phish flower gored deuce meet mince mustered pair pee source cede tee time . author: stephen created date:
1/21/2014 8:08:02 pm ... practicing homophones - eps - if the class can guess which homophone is used in
each sentence. (visual, interpersonal) ... practicing homophones ... find the correct homophone from the eps
book clues to meaning e read definition of homophone; match words to make homophones homonyms: ...
primary reading: vocabulary use & functions: language ... - identifies a homophone to complete a given
sentence (two) 163 identifies a homophone to complete a given sentence (chews) 163 sentence (know) 163
identifies a homophone to complete a given sentence (right) 163 identifies a homophone to complete a given
sentence (write) 167 identifies a homophone to complete a given sentence (choose) 168 crossword
homophone puzzler - essential baby - crossword – homophone puzzler 16na paid her bus ____.(fare/fair)
across 1. the ____ had long fluffy ears. (hare/hair) 5. i was sitting ____ when i saw it. (hear/here) ... what is a
homophone? homophones are words that have the same sounds but different meanings. complete the
crossword by choosing the word that best completes each sentence. homophones crossword puzzle - have
fun teaching - homophones complete each sentence with the correct homophone. then fill in the puzzle.
solution: w o o d e m b a n a t e w t a i l i e o h g p a i l r e h i b e a r t h r e w e c r m i s s e d r y . title:
homophones crossword puzzle ... 5th - context clues - homestead - homophone—a word with different
origin and meaning but the same pronuncia-tion as another word, whether or not spelled alike (e.g., hair and
hare). synonym—one of two or more words in a language that have similar meanings ... clues through
association with other words in the sentence: another homophones crossword puzzle - to carl homophones crossword puzzle cherry carl, 2006 name another homophones crossword puzzle 1 2 3 4 5
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